The Reception must be informed if you take any boat with you.
Boats must be moored at the new jetty; the Reception will assign you a mooring place and changes are
allowed only after authorisation by the Reception.
Only registered boat owners can have access to the jetty.
Fishing and jumping off the jetty are not allowed, also not driving to the shore to pick up people.
We strongly recommend all boat owners insuring their boat with their insurance company, make sure you
have an insurance policy that might cover damages caused by natural activities (ex. Storm, wind storm). The
camp-site insurance indeed doesn’t cover such damages.
We also advise you to have at least two boat fenders each side and three nylon boating ropes, in order to
moor the boat properly. Sizes and dimensions of those may vary according to your boat dimensions and
weight.
Look at the below indicated picture to see how a boat has usually to be moored at the jetty. In case the boat
should be not properly moored and may have caused damages to the jetty, the damage has to be paid.
The life guard at the beach Enzo is responsible for the jetty. Please observe his rules and suggestions!!!
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For those who want to do water skiing it is compulsory the presence of a pilot with valid navigation permit no
matter what the power of the motor installed on the boat might be. He must be assisted by another adult, an
expert swimmer, who has to look after the water skier and to intervene in case of need. The tow boat must
be equipped with turnabout, motor idling mechanisms, a snap-hook with quick release, a rear-view mirror as
required by the current regulations and a first aid kit.
It is forbidden to sail or go water skiing, use a banana boat in the Natural Reserve area situated in front of the
camp-site (about 350 metres from the shore). You can enter this zone (limited by yellow buoys), only to moor
at the jetty, or leave it, passing very slowly (less than 5 km/h) and only perpendicularly to the shore. Please
do not make waves or whirls within this zone.
At the check-in the official Navigation Rules for Lake Maggiore will be handed in, such rules must be always
kept on board, because it is requested by the Water Police during checks, and they must be given back to
the Reception at the departure.
We kindly ask you to read these rules and respect them.
Rubber boats can’t be laid on the beach; after using please take it always back to your pitch or
accommodation or moor it at the assigned place.
Boat trailers must be parked in the apposite area near the football field and not on the beach area.
Boats have to be paid for the entire holiday stay, regardless of their effective use.
All motor boats, that are longer than 2,5 mt, have to require a specific plate by Provincia del Verbano
Cusio Ossola, after previous payment (via post office or money transfer) of eur 30,00 and filling the
specific papers.
The above mentioned rules are automatically accepted at the payment of the deposit.

